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I. The Crone’s Case

They came with teeth and busy hands
for what was mine, built with my own hands.

Here in the forest, you are predator or prey:
The choice lies heavy, like stones in your hand.

I named this hovel my country, this forest
a war I would win at any cost. I would hand

over nothing, take as tribute whatever dared
cross my borders. I made weapons of my hands.

Those two tiny terrorists were my rightful spoils.
They made their fate the decision of my hands.

Evil? Witch? Those are not my names. I feared only
for my safety, wrested it back from their hands:

II. Gretel’s Defense

Bile coated our tongues, our stomachs empty of any
sustenance, we pounced—hungry

and so heartsick for home we were greedy
with longing—reached for what sweetly

beckoned us. The house smelled insistently
like welcome, drew us like memory.
The pleasure was so brief. Illusory. How foolish to have believed candy and kindness to be synonymous! Surely we should have learned by now how cruelty can look human, wear the face of family. We are children. Or were. Before we learned the lie of safety.
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